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ABSTRACT 
What is exciting about ExSite9?  ExSite9 is a nifty tool, designed to help researchers (humanities, arts and 
social science in particular) to apply metadata quickly to their multimedia research data.  The ExSite9 desktop 
application enables rich and timely scholarly description and interpretation of research data captured in the 
field.  The software underpins and enables good data management practices and has been developed to 
interoperate with repositories.  There are technical challenges in providing this functionality and also to 
support interoperability (use of the tool in remote locations; diverse research data description practices and 
metadata standards; and repository ingest configurations).  The broader practical challenge has been to ensure 
that the tool can be readily extended and made useable to researchers in diverse domains who need to quickly 
capture metadata manually and have it safely stored in a data repository.   

OVERVIEW 
Researchers who undertake fieldwork or capture research data away from their desks have a new tool to 
support the quick application of descriptive metadata to digital data they capture in the field – ExSite9.  This 
tool also enables researchers to prepare a package of metadata and data for backup to a data repository or 
archive for safekeeping and further manipulation.  The aims in the development of this tool are to enhance the 
efficiency of in-the-field data processing workflows, help produce rich and accurate data descriptions and 
reduce any potential for data loss.  Researchers using the tool will create a strong platform to continue data 
and metadata processing after they return from fieldwork. 
 

 
Figure 1: Capture of files and observations with ExSite9 
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BACKGROUND 
The aim of developing this tool is to facilitate better management and documentation of research data close to 
the time it is created. Recognising that field research often takes place with either limited or no Internet 
access, the tool is designed to to run offline and to output data that can readily be backed up or transferred to a 
repository.  An easy to use interface enables researchers to capture metadata that meets their research needs 
and potentially match the requirements for repository ingestion.   

OBJECTIVES 
Scholars in the Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences (HASS) typically need to organise heterogeneous file-
based information from a multitude of sources, including digital cameras, video and sound recording 
equipment, scanned documents, files from transcription and annotation software, spreadsheets and field 
notes. Most research disciplines, and in particular HASS researchers, use annotation (in the broad sense, i.e. 
structuring relationships between research materials or elements within those materials) as a means of 
arranging material and recording the connections within and across material being investigated or 
recorded).  It is important to note that “annotation” can have a special meaning and involve a particular 
methodology in specific research domains, e.g. linguistics, and tools.    

FEATURES 
The broad data capture requirements, system functionality and qualities articulated in the project description 
are that the tool: 

• is cross-platform, simple to use and robust 
• supports intuitive and timely creation of descriptive metadata provided by the researcher close to the 

time of data capture 
supports organisation and linking of resources 

• wraps data and metadata up in an information package 
• interoperates with data repositories 
• reflects the data structures to the researcher needs and potentially also that of archival or institutional 

repositories 
• enables research data collection registration indirectly via data repository feeds to Research Data 

Australia  
The high level workflow enables files to be easily identified for description, the description can quickly be 
applied, the files and descriptions are then packaged and the package can then be transferred to a repository.   

  
Figure 2: High level workflow demonstrated in collaboration with PARADISEC 
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